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WITTENSTEIN SE develops 
customized products, systems and 
solutions for highly dynamic motion, 
maximum-precise positioning and 
smart networking for mechatronic drive 
technology. 
 

WITTENSTEIN is implementing a digital 
twin in products, processes and 
services. 

WITTENSTEIN SE 

 
WITTENSTEIN at SPS 2022 
 
Under the motto STAY AHEAD TOGETHER, the WITTENSTEIN 
booth will focus on innovations in mechatronic drive technology 
as well as on digitalized components and concepts at the SPS 
2022 trade fair from November 8 to 10 in Nuremberg (Hall 4, 
Stand 4-221). One highlight there will be a demonstration of how 
a digital twin is implemented in WITTENSTEIN products, 
processes and services; it has already been honored with the 
“Microsoft Intelligent Manufacturing Award” (MIMA) in the 
“Scale!” category at Hannover Messe 2022.  
 
To provide users with efficient support during the design 
process for servo solutions, WITTENSTEIN has integrated 
selected products from its standard portfolio into CADENAS, the 
electronic product catalog. WITTENSTEIN cyber motor will take 
advantage of the Nuremberg exhibition to unveil the new cyber® 
simco® drive 2 (SIM2100), a servo drive variant for mobile 
applications, together with a new distribution module called 
cyber® distribution box enabling cost-efficient wiring of 
decentralized drives. Last but not least, WITTENSTEIN alpha will 
show the axenia value stainless steel actuator – a new actuator 
in Hygienic Design combining precision with maximum power 
density. 
 
The exhibits will additionally include innovative industry solutions 
from WITTENSTEIN, for instance for packaging technology, dosing 
systems, machine tools and assembly technology as well as 
robotics, handling systems and intralogistics. 
 
WITTENSTEIN is implementing a digital twin in products, 
processes and services 
 
With the aim of increasing added value through digitalization – both 
internally and for customers – WITTENSTEIN is currently 
implementing an Asset Administration Shell, in other words a 
standardized digital twin, in more and more products, processes 
and services. This digital twin (DT), which the company’s products 
use for communication in the world of Industry 4.0, seamlessly 
connects a product’s creation process and life cycle with its use 
cycle at the customer and in the application, independently of 
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gateways or IIoT platforms. As a founding member of the Industrial 
Digital Twin Association (IDTA), WITTENSTEIN is committed to 
standardizing the DT, which has already been implemented in the 
digital identification plate of gearboxes with cynapse® functionality, 
in the product-specific acquisition of process and measurement data 
during production for Galaxie® drive systems and in various digital 
Smart Services available on the company-wide WITTENSTEIN After 
Sales Service portal. In all of these applications, the DT helps to 
dovetail and harmonize product data and models, then publish them 
promptly, automatically and efficiently along the entire product life 
cycle – both inside WITTENSTEIN and externally in the customer’s 
application. Last but not least, two more exhibits will show examples 
of how sustainable and digitally networked industry can be achieved 
in practice: the compact drive system cyber® dynamic system and 
the cyber® simco® drive 2 servo drive can be seen at the ZVEI 
showcase PCF@ControlCabinet and the Drive 4.0 demonstrator at 
the ZVEI booth. 
 
WITTENSTEIN goes CADENAS – with an expanded portfolio of 
servo drive technology 
 
Faster development, faster to market – WITTENSTEIN cyber motor 
has integrated selected products from its standard portfolio into 
CADENAS, the electronic product catalog, with added value for its 
customers. When designing servo solutions, users thus have access 
to complete, up-to-date 2D and 3D CAD models, CAE models and 3D 
PDF data sheets at any time during the product selection process – 
easily and directly. CADENAS supports around 150 native and 
neutral formats, meaning data can be instantly imported into a wide 
range of design tools. Worldwide, more than 15 million mechanical 
designers in the machine and plant engineering industry work with 
this electronic catalog. 
 
The new cyber® simco® drive 2 (SIM2100) servo drive will be added 
to the CADENAS product catalog in the near future. It was 
specifically designed for use in mobile applications such as 
automated guided vehicles (AGV), AGV systems or automated 
mobile robots (AMR). This servo drive provides optimized 
performance data (e.g. input voltage range, continuous current and 
maximum current) plus a wide range of integrated safety features up 
to SIL3 / PL e. Its universal connectivity – including a multi-Ethernet 
interface as well as several different encoder interfaces – ensures 
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simple and flexible integration of the compact, space-saving cyber® 
simco® drive 2 into the most diverse control environments. 
 
The new cyber® distribution box is a further addition to the cyber® 
simco® line toolkit. This distribution module with IP65 protection 
enables low-effort, cost-efficient wiring of up to six decentralized 
servo axes. Its cascade capability – more distribution boxes can be 
connected if necessary – allows simple topologies to be achieved 
even in complex machines. 
 
No chance for germs: axenia value stainless steel actuators are 
predestined for hygienic drive solutions 
 
WITTENSTEIN alpha’s new axenia value in single-cable technology 
is a precision servo actuator in Hygienic Design that impresses with 
maximum power density. The complete, coupling-free and ultra-
compact system is comprised of a high performance motor and a 
planetary gearbox and was designed in compliance with strict 
hygienic guidelines – meaning it is predestined for use in sterile and 
wet areas. The actuator is accommodated in a stainless steel 
housing with IP69K protection and can be operated as an open unit, 
that is without additional hoods or covers. This avoids the otherwise 
possible risks of hidden dirt pockets, corrosive spots or leaks. 
Thanks to the UL approval for North America and the DFC 
certification which is necessary to meet labeling requirements in 
China, the Hygienic Design actuator is suitable for worldwide use. 
 
 
 
 Pictures: (sources for photos: WITTENSTEIN SE) 
 

 
1. With the aim of increasing added value through digitalization, both 
internally and for customers, WITTENSTEIN is implementing an 
Asset Administration Shell – in other words a standardized digital 
twin – in more and more products, processes and services. 
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2. Technical product data for WITTENSTEIN servo solutions is now 
available in CADENAS.  
 

 
3. The new cyber® simco® drive 2 (SIM2100) servo drive was 
specifically designed for use in mobile applications such as 
automated guided vehicles (AGV), AGV systems or automated 
mobile robots (AMR). 

 
4. The cyber® distribution box with IP65 protection enables low-
effort, cost-efficient wiring of decentralized drive systems. 
 
 

 
5. axenia value stainless steel actuators are predestined for hygienic 
drive solutions 
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Texts and photographs in printable quality can be downloaded from 
presse.wittenstein.de 
 
 
 
WITTENSTEIN – one with the future 
With around 2800 employees worldwide and sales of €461 million in 2021/22, 

WITTENSTEIN SE enjoys an impeccable reputation for innovation, precision and excellence in 

the field of cybertronic motion – not just in Germany but internationally. The group possesses 

exceptional expertise for the mastery and further development of all technologies relevant to 

mechatronic drives and comprises six innovative Strategic Business Divisions. These develop, 

produce and sell products such as high-precision servo drives and linear systems, servo 

systems and motors as well as cybertronic drive systems for many areas of application 

including machine and plant construction, aerospace or oil and gas exploration. 

Nanotechnology and software components round off the portfolio. With 25 sites in more than 45 

countries, the WITTENSTEIN group (www.wittenstein.de) is represented in all major technology 

and sales markets. 
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